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Date book 
Monday, Feb. 1 
IWatwwt EiihHlition, ~Effort: 
Korem1 Metalsmiths Today." Gallery, f"tne Ms 
Suildrlg, hough Feb. 19. Gallery hol.n are 9 
am.-.4:30 p.m. weekdllyll llnd 2-5 p.m. on 
Sunda)'s. Free. 
AudllioM, for "Man of La Mancha," 7 p.m .• 
400, 402 llld 405 University Hal. ()pen to .. 
inler.-cl P8f90f1I from the canpus Ind 
coimmly. 
EunlPWI _. Ulin American FJllD SedM, 
"Clmill. N 2:30 p.m .• Gish Fh Theater, Hema 
Hal. Movie wll be in lhe originlll llwlolJaOe wilh 
Englsh suDCilfes. Free. Sponsored by the 
Depiw1ment of Romance Languages. 
Tuesday,Feb.2 
Auditions, for "Man of La Mancha," 7 p.m., 
400. 402 and 405 University Hal. Open to al 
intetested persons from ttie campus and 
COITnUlity. 
PlanelwiUlll Show, "Journey to Earth ... 8 
p.m .. Planei.un. Physical Sciences Buiding. 
s 1 donation suggested. 
Progresslff Student Organization lllMtlng, 
8 p.m .. UnitedChristi<wl FelowshipCenler. 313 
Thurslin. For more information, cal 352-7534. 
Wednesday, Feb. 3 
Undergraduate Councll lleetlng, 1 :30 p.m., 
AUmi Room. University Union. 
Biology Seminar, "Using Electron 
Microscopy as an Aid in Classifying and Naming 
Aquatic Plants," by Dr. Daniel Wujek, biology. 
Central Michigan University. 3:30 p.m .• 112 Lile 
Sciences Building. Free. 
Celebntion of et.ck HISIOry Ennt. Lecture 
on oppor1unilies for student athletes, "Keep on 
Creeping On. - by Crystal "Boo" Elis. akmnus 
aid assistant supemtendent of Toledo Public 
Schools. 3:30 p.m .• Lenhart Grand Balroom. 
University Union. Sponsored by BGSU 
Student-Athletes and the athletic department. 
Women's Ballll:etban, BGSU vs. Central 
Michigan. 5:30 p.m .• Anderson Arena 
Men's S.llll:etball, BGSU vs. Central 
Michigan, 8 p.m., Anderson Arena. 
Concert, performed by Thomas Hecht and 
Sandra Shapiro, duo pianists, 8 p.m .• Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Thursday, Feb. 4 
AdminlstratiYe Slaff Council Meeting, 1 :30 
p.m .. AUnni Room, University Union. 
Lecture, "Strip Clubs and Confict: Diet• n1 tas 
of a Border City, - by Dr. Robert N. Whitehurst, 
sociology, University of Wllldsor, 7:30 p.m .• 
Assembly Room, Mcfal Center. Sponsored by 
the Depar1I 1ient of Sociology. 
Second City Comedy Troupe, 8 p.m .• 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. University Union. 




The following • ·lied positions are available: 
Newac:mcles 
Posting expiation dale for employees to 
apply: 4 p.m., Friday, Feb. 5. 
2-5-1 Cleft 2 
PayRange3 
Res. clel dial Services 
•. Academic year. part-tine 
2-5-2 Cu&lodlal Worts 
PayRange2 
Plant operatiol is and maintenance 
2-5-3 Account Clerk 1 
PayRange4 
Sludent l.oan/tusar"s office 
T emporai y. part-tine 
general adnilsion. Sponsored by tne University 
Activities Orgnzatiof>. 
UAO Lenh#t aa..ic. FUm S..-.. ''The 
Scarlet l...ettal'," 9 p.m .• Gish f"h Theater. 
HaYla Hal. Free. 
Friday, Feb. 5 
Slide a-_. Pubic Reeeptloca, by artisls 
in lhe "Olympian Effort: Kor8IWI Metalsnilhi ig 
Today,-embilion, 7 p.m .. 204 Fine Arts 
Buildilg. ~follows. 8-1 O p.m .• Galery, 
f"tne Ms Buildilg. Free. 
HocUr,BGSUvs. FenisState, 7:30p.m .• 
Ice Arena. 
Planetarium Show, "'Jou-ney to Earth." 8 
p.m .• PlanetarUn, Physical Sciences Building. 
51 donation suggested. 
UAO Weekend Mone, "Robocop," 8 p.m., 
1 0 p.m. and niduighl, 21 0 Math Science 
Building. Admission is S 1 . 50 with I. 0. 
Saturday Feb. 6 
Public Domain Software Copying Senion, 
Macintosh User's Group, noon-1 p.m .. 
CorTiputer I.Jib. Seminar Room. Technology 
Buildilg. 
Women's S.sketbaU, BGSU vs. Eastern 
Michigan. 12:30 p.m .• Anderson Arena 
Men's and Women's Swimming. BGSU vs. 
Ohio University, 2 p.m., Cooper Pool, Student 
Recreation Center. 
Men's S.sketball, BGSU vs. Eastern 
Michigan, 3 p.m., Anderson Arena. 
Hockey, BGSU vs. Ferris State. 7:30 p.m .• 
lceArena. 
UAO Weekend Mowle, "Robocop," 8 p.m .. 
1 O p.m. and midnight, 21 O Math Science 
BuildSlg. Admission is $1.50with1.0. 
Celebration ol Black History &ent, Bob 
Marley Tribute, feah.wing Safari, a Chicago 
reggae band, in concert and a dance, 9 p.m.-1 
a.m., Northeast Commons. Free. Sponsored by 
the Carribean Student Association. 
Sunday,Feb.7 
Gai. Concert, performed by the 8owling 
Green Philharmonia, 3 p.m., Kobacker Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets are $4, $7 
and $10. To reserve tickets. cal 372-8171. 
Planetarium Show," Journey to Earth," 7:30 
p.m .. PlanetarUn, Physical Sciences &lilding. 
$1 douation suggested. 
Bryan Chamber Series, "Serenade," 
performed by the Bowling Green String Ouartel, 
8 p.m .• Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Monday, Feb. 8 
Brown Bag Ahematin Meeting, with Dr. 
Roger V. Bemett. deen of education and alied 
professions, 7 :3<Hl:30 am .• 444 Conference 
Room, Education BuildSlg. 
European end Latin American Alm Series, 
"Erendira. - 2:30 p.m .• Gish Am Theater, Hanna 
Hal. Movie wil be in the original language with 
Englsh sublilles.. Free. Sponsored by the 
Depat11e1tof Romance Languages. 
lAdur9, "Ohio~ Assembly: Process 
and Poitics," by Ohio Rep. Randall Gardner, 8 
p.m .. 112 Life Sciences BuildWlg. Sponsored by 
l'tW Sigma Alpha and the Depcnment of Poltical 
Science. 
Concert, performed by the American Reed 
Trio, 8 p.m.. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical 
Aris Center. Free. 
Ke,note Addrna, for the fikn series "Women 
in the 'Reel' World: A Fim Explolation of 
Women's Reality," by IX. E.. Am Kaplan, 
mector of the Hu11111 lities Institute at the State 
UniYersity of New York at Stoney Brook, 7 p.m .. 
Comnuity Room. Wood Coooty Lilrary, 251 
Main Sl, 8owling Green. Free. Sponsored by 
the Women's Studies Program, the Depa1ment 
of Radio, Telewision and Fim, and the Fim 
Sludies Progl am. 
Faculty/staff positions 
The followWlg ma.y positiol is are available: 
AccounllngllllS Assistant/associate professor. Contact Thomas G. Evans (2-2767). De!dne: 
Feb.1. 
Applied Sciences, Flrelands: Instructor/respiratory care (cinical director). Contact the Office of 
the Dean. Firelands Colege (832-223). Deadine: Feb. 1. 
Applied Sbtlstics and Operations RnMrch: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact James A. 
SUivan (2-2363). De<dne: Feb. 1. 
c-rticatian Disorders: Associatelful professor-department chair. Contact Larry Smal 
(2·7182. Dea!Ane: Feb. 1. 
Educational Admlntsntlon and Supenision:Assistantlassociate professor. Contact Richard O. 
cartson (2-7357). Deadline: Feb. 29. 
Gerontology. Assistant or associate professor. Contact John Cavanaugh (2·8242). Deadline: 
Man:h 1. 
School of Mus Communication: Director. School of Mass Coll'mri::ation. Contact Ray 
Laakanieoi (2·2078). Deadline: Feb. 1. 
Soc:MI Wort: Assistant professor (re-opened). Contact Clyde R. Wilis (2-8243). Deadline: March 
1. 
Alfbwww-""ice'"' LlllgRges: lnstJUctor (Spanish). two positiOllS avaiable. Contact Diane Pretzer 
(2-2667). Deadline: Feb. 22. 
Employees receive promotions 
Personnel Support SeMces anncx.nces 
lhe folowing recent promotions for 
classified staff. They indude: Connie 
c.dwallader, from permanent part-time 
clerical specialist in registration and 
records to permanent fl.JI.time; Janet 
Lundy, from ternpor;vy part·time clerk 1 in 
lhe College of Technology to permanent 
ful-time typist 2 in Academic • 
Enhancement; Diana llallClly, from 
permanent ful-time clerk 2 In the bursar's 
office to 8CCOl.stt clerk 2; and Rebecc• 
R8he, from ternporiwy cashier 1 in the 
bursar's office to pennanent ful-time. 
Also, Mull Semlnew, from permanent 
II.JI.time maintenance repair worker 2 in 
maintenance to plwnber 1 in the Plumbing 
Shop;candlda Gutierrez, from academic 
lul-time cook 1 in the University Union to 
cook 2; Jeff Ruehl, from permanent 
ful-time custodial worker in custodial 
services to equipment operator in the 
Stationary plant; Rodney carson, from 
academic part-time custodial work 
supervisor in custodial services to 
permanent ful-time maintenance repair 
Earth show's focus 
"Journey to Earth'; is the new winter 
program being presented at the 
Planetarium through March 18. 
The program creates a unique journey 
through space and time to diseover the 
planet Earth and its place in the universe. 
The program combines narration. music. 
slides and other visual effects in the 
planetarium's starfield to create the original 
production. 
Programs include a starta1k showing the 
current evening sky. Sunday programs are 
foUowed by stargazing from the 
observatory. weather permitting. 
"Journey to Earth" wiD be shown at 8 
p.m. on Tuesdays and Fridays and at 7 :30 
p.m. on Sundays, and at 2 p.m. on March 
5. A $1 donation is suggested. 
Veronia Doudt is 
honored with award 
A University laboratory instructor has 
been selected as the 1988 Deaf Woman of 
the Yearby the Toledo Quota Club, an 
organization of business and professional 
women. 
Veronia Daudt, a laboratory instructor for 
American sign language for the deaf. was 
chosen based on her contributions to sign 
language studies at Bowling Green. This 
past summer Doudt team-taught a one 
week sign language summer workshop 
with Dr. Harry Hoemann. psychology, for 
graduate students and professionals. She 
now teaches lour laboratory sessions one 
day a week for undergraduates. 
Doudt also is active in the Ohio 
Associ9tioo of the Deaf. 
She wil be honored at a special dinner 
program in April and wil represent the 
Toledo Quota Club in the regional 
competition in the spring. 
Lotto close 
Jean Yamel, manager of parking and 
traffic, has annomced that beginning 
Monday (Feb. 1) parking lot Y (north of 
Overman Hal) wil be closed due to 
renovation of Overman Hall The lot is 
expected to be closed during the duration 
of the renovation project 
Yamel said employees who normaly 
park in lot Y can park in lot A, located 
across the street "There should be ample 
room for parking in lot A ... she said. 
Deadline set 
The Office of the Dean of the Colege of 
Edi ication and Alied Professions is 
accepting nominations for this year's 
"Friend of the College"' award. 
The award, initiated in 1982. honors 
ind:viduals or organizations outside the 
College of Education and Allied 
Professions who have made significant 
contributions tothe wel-being and 
development of college programs. 
Nominations for the 1988 award, along 
with supporting materials, should be 
submitted in writing to the dean's office by 
Feb. 1 • The selection of the recipient is 
made by the dean's Council of Chairs and 
Director. 
workel 2 in maintenMCe; and Rich8ld 
Amoa. from permanent fl.JI.time equipment 
operator in grCXJ'lds to maintenance repair 
worker 2 in maintenalCEI. 
Also, Robert Agan, from permanent 
fl.JI.time a IStodal worker at the Student 
Recrealion Center to maintenance repair 
worker 2 In maintenance: Enol Baker, from 
pennaiient fl.JI.time Q IStocial workel In 
custodal &eMces to maintenance repair 
worker 2 In maintenance; and ll8ly Hitt. 
from teq>Olar y part-time graphic 8'tist in 
Continuing Edlicalion to permaiient 
fl.JI.time typist 1 in the College ol 
Education. 
Also. Don Ramaker, from permanent 
full-time painter 1 to permanent ful-time 
painter 2 in the Paint Shop; Marla Jaso, 
from permanent full-time custodial worker 
to permanent fuD-time housekeeping 
manager 2 in custodial services; and 
Patricia Kane, from perrr.anent full-time 
word processing specialist 2 to permanent 
ful-time secretary 1 in the sociology 
department. 
Staff added 
The folowing employees recenUy joined 
the classified staff at the University: 
Charlotte Sc:hwerkolt, clerical specialist, 
permanent part-time. alumni and 
development; Kathy Haas, Jackie 
Steams, Fran Patterson and Patricia 
Myers, all custo<fial workers. permanent 
full-time. plant operations and 
maintenance; and Beverly Baker, 
accountant 3, permanent full-time, bursar's 
office. 
Also, Myrna Kash, upholsterer 1 , 
permanent full· time, Upholstery Shop; Ron 
Thompson, electrician 1 • permanent 
full-time. 8ectrical Shop; Janet Lundy, 
typist 2. permanent full-time, academic 
enhancement; and Maricelda Losoya, 
library media technician assistant 2, LMT A 
2, Jerome l.ll>rary. 
' 
Duo to perform 
The husband and wife piano duo of 
Thomas Hecht and Sandra Shapiro will give 
a guest performance at 8 p.m. Wednesday 
(Feb. 3) in Bryan Recital HaD of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
The pianists wiD give the Midwest 
premiere of ''Two Pianos"' by Morton 
Gould. The piece was commissioned for 
the First Murray Dranoff International Two 
Piano Competition held in December in 
Miami, Fla The duo took second place in 
the contest. 
Shapiro has won several compeb-ltions, 
including the Young Musicians' Foundation 
National Debut Competition and the 
Arnet ic:an Music Scholarship Association 
National Competition. She also received 
the Outstanding Chamber Musician Award 
from the University of Southern Caifornia. 
Hecht is a graduate of the Oberlin 
Conservatory of Music where he won first 
prize in the Concerto Competition and the 
Kaufmann Award for Excelence in 
Chamber Music. He recenUy completed a 
doctorate at the Peabody Conservatory 
and now teaches at the University of 
Toledo. 
Both pianists studied under Leon 
Fleisher at Peabody. 
Their performance is free and open to the 
public. 
Game planned 
Classified staff wil team against the 
administrative staff in a half·time basketbal 
competition at the BGSU vs. Eastern 
Michigan basketball game Feb. 6. The 
competition is being sponsored by 
Classified Staff Council. 
Classified staff wil be able to get two 
tickets for the price of one for the 3 p.m. 
game by purchasing them at the Anderson 
Arena ticket office before 5 p.m. Feb. 5. 
Two door prizes. a three-speed ceiling fan 
and a 10 number memory telephone, will 
be given away that afternoon. 
Playing for the classified staff team will 
be Bob Kreienkamp, Eric Johnson. Greg 
Johns. Brett Pagan, Scott Doner. Kenny 
Stemen and coach Larry Holand. Members 
of the administrative team are Larry Weiss, 
Rob Cmninghan, Miguel Ornelas, Mike 
Sawyer. Jack Taylor, Phi Mason and Ron 
Zwerlein. Sam Ramirez will act as referee. 
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911 rings with success in 
first 6 months of operation 
The University's 911 emergency 
telephone service may have paid for itself 
on an afternoon in mid-November. 
It was a cold. gray, windy day. A 
morning rain had been replaced by an 
afternoon mist when a freshman woman 
returned from classes to her residence 
hall room. Confused, upset and made 
desperate by a string of failing 
grades--the first such marks she had ever 
received--she decided there was no way 
to cope with her failure. 
In a matter of minutes she had downed 
six full or partially full bottles of 
prescription and over-the-counter drugs. 
She then settled into a chair and called a 
friend at another Ohio university to say 
goodbye. The friend, horrified and panic 
stricken. called a mutual friend in Bowling 
Green. 
With time running out. the friend, who 
lived across campus. picked up the 
phone and dialed 911 . 
The dispatcher at the campus police 
station recorded the call at 4: 18 p.m. At 
4:20 p.m .• three campus police cruisers 
pulled into the residence hall parking lot. 
In the next seven minutes. the officers 
raced to the room. gained entrance. 
talked to the still-conscious woman. 
evaluated the situation and called for an 
ambulance. 
At 4:27 p.m .. an ambulance was 
dispatched; by 4 :31 p.m. it arrived at the 
residence hall. Fifteen minutes later the 
paramedics had the student in the 
ambulance and on the way to Wood 
County Hospital. 
After doctors at the emergency room 
finished treating the woman. counselors 
from the Psychological Services Center 
stayed with her until her parents arrived to 
take her home. 
In six months of operation no other 911 
House's roots 
can be traced 
through mail 
The house at the corner of E. Wooster 
and S. College streets has weathered 
the years well. Since it was built in the 
early 1930s, it has been home to a 
number of residents. including the 
University president, as weU as various 
offices. It's hard to believe the structure 
was ordered from Sears. Roebuck and 
Co. 
Ordered from a catalog? It might 
sound odd. but actually ordering pre-cut 
homes out of catalogs was a big 
business in the earty 1900s, according 
to Pat Browne, business manager of 
Popular Press. which shares the 
building with the popular culture 
department. 
"We're pretty sure this particular 
home came from Sears." Browne said. 
"The 1934 Sears catalog has a picture 
of a house that looks very much like this 
one. Montgomery Ward also sold 
homes through its catalogs, but we 
haven't seen any that match up to the 
one we're in ... 
In addition. located on the chimney of 
the home is a decorative. rod-iron S. 
which appears both in the catalog photo 
of the home and on the Bowling Green 
house and could be the initial for Sears. 
call has been as dramatic. but William 
Bess. director of management support 
services and immediate supervisor of the 
police department. said the service has 
already helped many people in 
emergency situations. 
Since the operation began Aug 22. 
9· 1·1 has been dialed more than 130 
times. T upical of the kinds of calls there 
were from last month: 
--One was from a student who smelled 
smoke in his residence hall; there was no 
fire. 
--One was to report that a fire alarm had 
been set off; again. there was no fire. 
--Two were from students who 
requested an ambulance for sick 
roommates. 
--One was from a student who reported 
that his dog was lost. 
While Bess admits that a lost dog was 
not the kind of emergency the 
department had in mind when it installed 
the service, he is quick to point out that 
the goal has been to get people to call the 
number when they believe there is an 
emergency. 
And, to date. the goal has been 
reached. "People are using the service 
for what they believe to be true 
emergencies. There has been very little 
abuse. I am very pleased with the system 
and with the people using it. .. he added. 
"While the person who lost his dog may 
not have had a real emergency. he 
thought he did and we're glad he 
remembered our number ... 
Other problems the campus police have 
been alerted to through the 911 service 
have included residence hall fires. 
assaults. injuries. illnesses. suspicious 
persons and automobile accidents. 
Continued on page 3 
The popular culture department and 
Popular Press are located in a house 
ordered from a catalog. The decorative 
symbol on the chimney {right) suggests 
it was from Sears. 
"I don't know that for a fact." Browne 
said. "I originally thought it was the initial 
of the family that built the home. but it 
doesn't correlate and it seems more 
logical that it stands for Sears.'" 
Continued on page 3 
Sheila Romero is up at the crack of dawn with her cleaning duties at McFaIJ Center. 
Like many other custodial workers at the University, her day begins at 4 a. m. in order 
to get a bulk of her work completed before the building gets busy with other 
employees and student traffic. 
.. . .. 
Hilliard to be 
part of history 
celebration 
Dr. Asa Hilliard. a professor of 
education at Georgia State University. will 
speak on campus Thursday (Feb. 11) as 
part of the University's "Celebration of 
Black History."' 
Hilfiard w'JI present two programs. He 
will speak on "Vali<flty of IQ Testing for 
African-American Children" at 1 :30 p.m. 
in Mcfall Center. That evening, he will 
offer a multi-me<fia presentation on "Free 
Your Mind: Return to the Source. African 
Origins"' at 7:30 p.m. in Jenson 
Auditorium in the Education Building. 
An educational psychologist and 
historian. Hilliard has specialized in the 
validity of cross-cultural psychological 
testing in such areas as child 
development. improved teaching 
methods and ancient African history. 
especially ancient Kemetic (Egyptian) 
history. 
He has been prominent as an expert 
witness in litigation on test validity for 
African Americans. He serves as a 
member of the American Psychological 
Association Committee of Psychological 
Tests and Assessment. and is a founding 
member of the Association for the Study 
of Classical African Civilization a'1d serves 
as its second vice president. 
Cont:nued on page 3 
i • 
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'Kabuki Othello' theater to e·ntertain area school children 
About 2.400 young people from 24 
northern Ohio schools will attend 
performances of .. Kabuki Othello" 
Thursday and Friday (Feb 11 and 12) at 
the University. 
Per1ormances of the play cap a 
week-long campus visit by Shozo Sato. 
who conceived. created and directs 
"Kabuki Othello." 
The special per1ormances for school 
children to see the play, which is based 
on Shakespeare's tragedy but set in 16th 
century Japan, are part of Arts 
Unlimited's program of multi-disciplinary 
aesthetic education in the schools, Dr. 
Michael Moore, director of Arts Unlimited, 
said. 
Pupils at participating schools have had 
lessons about Japanese customs and 
culture and have taken part in a number of 
activities to expose them to Japanese 
foods, languages, origami, calligraphy, 
kites and fans, Japanese instruments and 
songs. The students also have learned 
about the traditions of Kabuki theater. 
including its elements of dance. 
costumes and makeup. 
Sato. an artist-in-residence at the 
University of Illinois, is a wor1d-~enowned 
authority on Kabuki theatre. In addition to 
''Kabuki Othello," he has produced 
"Kabuki Medea" and is training John 
Houseman's The Acting Company for its 
upcoming production of "Kabuki 
Macbeth." 
The cast of "Kabuki Othello" is 
composed of students at the University of 
Illinois who are studying under Sato this 
year. The theatre troupe's appearances 
on the Bowling Green campus are being 
sponsored by the theatre department and 
Arts Unlimited. 
Sato is scheduled to speak with student 
and community groups, including the 
Kiwanis and Optimist clubs in Bowling 
Green. as well as meet with area 
businessmen and women who are 
studying Japanese and University 
students in non-western music classes. 
theatre seminars and Japanese language 
and Asian study programs. 
In addition to daytime performances for 
youngsters. the University Theatre will 
present two public per1ormances of the 
production at 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday 
(Feb. 11 and Feb. 12). Tickets. $4 for 
adults and $2 for students, can be 
purchased at the theatre box office in 
University Hall or reserved by calling 
372-2719. 
Sato's week-long campus stay is made 
possible in part by a grant from the Ohio 
Humanities Council. 
Performances of "Kabuki Othello" are 
underwritten by a grant from the Hitachi 
Foundation with additional funding from 
the University's Cultural Events 
Committee, the University Activities 
Organization Performing Arts Committee, 
the College of Arts and Sciences. the 
Office of Continuing Education, the Asian 
Studies Program and the Student 
Activities Support Committee. 
Mid-American National Bank and Trust 
Co., State Home Savings and Hofiday Inn 
of Bowflng Green also have provided 
funding. 
Enjoy evening of Japanese culture 
In conjunction with a performance of 
"Kabuki Othello," an evening of Japanese 
culture is being offered by the Office of 
Continuing Education on Friday (Feb. 
12). 
The evening will begin with dinner at the 
Garden Terrace in McDonald Quadrangle 
at 5:30.p.m_ and adiscussion of 
. Japanese culture and theatre with Shozo 
Sato, a.rector of "Kabuki Othello" and a 
reknowned expert on the Japanese 
theatre. 
Artist-in-residence at the University of 
llfmois, Sato will describe at the dinner the 
history, traditional costumes, make-up, 
music, movement and dance of the 
Kabuki theatre as well as the challenges 
involved in adapting Shakespeare's work.. 
This wiD be the first lime a d'tSCussion 
wiD take place in conjunction with the 
The cast of "'Kabuki Othello" is composed of students from the University of Illinois who 
are studying under the direction of Shazo Sato. Sato is an artist-in-residence at the 
University of Illinois and is a world-renowned authority on Kabuki theatre. 
performance. 
After dinner, the University Theatre will 
present the University of Illinois Kabuki 
theatre production of "Kabuki Othello" at 
8 p.m. in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre in 
University Hall. 
"Kabuki Othello," which was 
conceived, designed and directed by 
Sato and written by Karen Sunde, uses 
the traditional form of Japanese theatre to 
create a stylized depiction of the tragic 
story of jealous rage through song and 
dance and elaborate costumes and 
make-up. 
Dinner reservations are limited. The 
cost is $19.50 per person. To register, 
contact the Office of Continuing 
Education at 372-8181. 
Honesty Committee's authority questioned John Scott 
production to 
play in Toledo 
_ l,lnderg[aduat.e_Council.discussed the 
authority and responsibilities of the 
Academic Honesty Committee at its Jan. 
20 meeting. The topic arose from 
correspondence received from the 
SEC/President Joint Conference 
questioning whether the chair of AHC or 
the committee itself has the authority to 
direct an instructor to assign a grade in any 
set of circumstances, and if so, do the 
circumstances include directing the 
instructor to change or assign a grade 
when it was initially given as a penalty? 
Dr. Ann Marie Lancaster, council 
member, said the Academic Honesty 
Committee recently made revisions to the 
Honesty Policy and was careful to 
distinguish between a grade and a penalty. 
The Academic Honesty Committee has 
agreed that an instructor assigns and 
changes grades that are based on 
academic performance, according to Dr. 
Patricia King, committee chair. However, 
the questions brought before the Joint 
Conference challenge the authority of the 
AHC to act in matters of penalilies imposed 
because of academic olShonesty. 
Council members agreed that AHC has 
the authority to suspend a penalty in whole 
orinpart. To affirm the position, the 
following resolution was proposed: 
"Undergraduate Council affirms the 
authority of the instructor to assign grades 
based on academic performance. It also 
affirms the authority of the Academic 
Honesty Committee to suspend a penalty 
in whole or in part in cases of academic 
dishonesty. 
The resolution wiD be presented for 
action at the council's next meeting. 
In other business, Dr. Ernest Champion, 
chair of the Cultural Diversity Committee, 
provided a brief status report on the 
committee's work, and distributed a copy 
of the "Criteria for Course Approval." 
Champion said deans, chairs and directors 
have been reminded that the committee is 
ready to accept courses for review. Twelve 
course descriptions have been received 
and all 12 are existing courses. 
Coune1l members expressed concern 
that the criteria statement developed by the 
committee appears to emphasize four 
minority groups to the exclusion of other 
ethnic groups. It was suggested that by 
emphasizing only four ethnic minorities, 
there may be greater difficulty in obtaining 
sufficient numbers of general education 
courses. 
Champion said the committee had 
discussed the inclusion of more ethnic 
groups and while they believed inclusion of 
such groups was important, they decided 
the deficiency of courses on 
Afro-Americans, American Indians, 
Hispanics and Asian Americans justified a 
special emphasis. He said that while 
courses emphasizing these minorities were 
encouraged, other cultures were not 
excluded. 
McDowall's films are series' focus 
Roddy McDowall, one of the most 
successful child actors to make the 
transition to adult roles, will be featured in 
a fihn series beginning Feb. 12 at the 
Gish Film Theater. 
McDowaD, who is co-chair of the 
National Advisory Committee of the Gish 
Film Theater. has 
appeared in 113 
feature-length 
films since his 
debut at the age 
of 8. His latest 
release is 
"Overboard" with 
Goldie Hawn. He 
also has made 
173 television 
appearances in a 
featured role or 
Roddy McDowaJJ 
as a guest artist and has acted in 44 
stage productions. 
"McDowad"s career is over 50 years. 
He is probably the best example of a child 
star who made the transition to adult 
stardom," said Dr. Ralph Wolfe, English 
and film studies and curator of the Gish 
Film Theater. ··He is a long-time friend of 
LiDian Gish and knew Dorothy Gish. It is 
fitting to pay him this tnbute." 
AD programs in the Friday night series. 
begin at 7 p.m. in the Gish Film Theater in 
Hanna HaD. Admission is free and open to 
thepubrrc. 
The series opens Feb. 12 with "How 
Green Was My Valley." a 1941 motion 
picture directed by John Ford, and will be 
followed on Feb. 19 by the 1942 film, 
''The Pied Piper." 
"My Friend Flicka" and "Lassie Come 
Home" will be the double feature on Feb. 
26. 
On March 4, "Cleopatra, •• which also 
features McDowaJrs friend Eizabeth 
Taylor, will be shown. 
Another double feature is planned with 
the showing of "That Darned Cat" and 
"Lord Love a Duck" on March 11 . 
On April 8 "Escape From Planet of the 
Apes," made in 1971, and ··Conquest of 
the Planet of the Apes,·· made the 
following year, wiD be presented. 
The .series wil conclude on April 1 5 
when the double biU features the 1981 
motion picture "Evil Under the Sun" and 
the 1986 fihn "Dead of Winter." 
"Triangles: Pain, Passion and Purpose," 
a play written by the University's 
playwright-in-residence, Dr. John Scott. 
will be performed four times this month in 
Toledo as part of the University's and city's 
celebration of Black History Month. 
The play wiD be presented at 8 p.m. 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday (Feb. 
11-13) at the Colflngwood Aris Center 
Theatre, 2413 Collingwood Blvd. A 
Sunday (Feb. 14) matinee will be 
presented beginning at 2 p.m. 
Produced by the University's Ethnic 
Cuttural Aris Program, the production, 
which uses poetry. music and dance to 
depict the lives of blacks in America. is 
being performed by University students 
and Toledo residents. 
Scott, who in addition to being 
playwright-in-residence is also director of 
Bowling Green's Ethnic Cuttural Aris 
Program, has written more than a dozen 
plays. Three of them, "Ride a Black 
Horse,·· "Karma" and "The Good Ship 
Credit," have been produced off-Broadway 
by the Negro Ensemble Company, the 
Afro.American Total Theatre and the 
Richard AUen Center for Culture and Art. 
A graduate of Scott High School in 
Toledo. Scott said the purpose of 
producing a play in Toledo is four fold: to 
take art into predominately minority 
communities; to assist the University's 
admission efforts in recruiting Toledo 
minorities to the campus; to have 
University minorities become involved in 
Toledo minority communities; and to 
introduce the Toledo community to Bowling 
Green arts events in the hope that people 
wiR travel to the campus to view future 
programs. 
The 1 934 Sears catalog advertised 
the particular plans and style of the 
house as '"The Lewiston.·· '"Who would 
not take pride in being pointed out as 
the owner of this beautiful English 
home?" the ad asks. It goes on to say. 
'There is deep satisfaction in the 
possession of a home which truly 
expresses the good taste and the 
hospitality of the family. and a keen 
enjoyment in pleasant, 
weU-proportioned rooms. arranged for 
gracious living." 
The plans for "The Lewiston" offered 
two styles: a five-room home forSl ,527 
or a seven-room home for S 1, 7 45. 
Browne said although the Bowling 
Green house has been remodeled 
numerous limes through the years. she 
believes the house was built from the 
seven-room plan. 
Once ordered, the house was 
delivered in pre-cut pieces by truck to 
the new owner. "You received the plans 
and everything already cut and ready to 
puttogether," Browne said. "The ad 
makes it sound like anyone could 
assemble it, but I'm sure you would 
have needed a carpenter and a 
bricklayer." 
Everything from the bricks, to the 
hinges, shutters, shingles and flower 
boxes came with the package. Sears 
911 from page 1 --------
"It was worth every bit of effort it took 
to get 911 in service. I just look forward 
lo the day when we will be able to lie into 
a county-wide network," Bess said. 
(Plans for a 911 service for the entire 
county are being discussed by local and 
county government officials.) 
"The service has improved our 
response time; when the 911 telephone 
rings, the people on duty are geared up to 
handle the call as an emergency. The 
bottom line is that the campus is a safer 
place than it was before the service 




John Holms, marketing, "Effective Advertising 
Doesn't Begfl with the Ad" in Marketing. 
Susan Petroshius, and Bob Wu. both of 
marketing. ''The Halo Effect in Store Image 
Measurement" in Journal of the Academy of 
Marketing Science. 
Chan Hahn and Dan Bragg, management. 
"Impact of the Setup Variable on Capacity and 
Inventory Decisions" in Academy of 
Management Review. 
Bartley Brennan and Nancy Kubasek, both of 
legal studies. co-authored the textbook. The 
Legal Environment of Business. 
Sangjin Yoo, accounting and management 
information systems, -A Decision Support 
System for an Integrated Strategic Management 
Model,·· in Journal of Management Information 
Systems. 
Dean Purdy, student affairs research and 
evaluation, edited a special edition of the journal, 
ARENA Review, focusing on "Sport and the 
Student-Athlete ... 
Philip Royster, ethnic studies, has several 
poems in the new anthology. NOMMO: A 
Literary Legacy of Black Chicago (1967-87). 
His poems are entitled "Intimacy." 
"Honesty ... Truth, .. "Condemned ...... "You've 
Got It Made" and "Enticement. •• 
Raymond Barter, marketing. -A Demographic: 
Profile of Marketing Research lntE!fViewers, •• in 
Joe.ma/ of the Market Research Society. 
Benrs Mabry, economics, "The Labour 
Movement and the Practice of Professional 
Management in Thailand. - in Joe.ma/ of 
Southeast As.ian Stucfjes_ 
James Lesage. economics. and two 
professors from the University of Toledo 
co-authored ''Toledo: An Economy Plagued by 
High Labor Costs and Loss of Manufactumg 
Faciities:' in Ohio Economic Trends Review. 
Wallace DePue, musical arts, has had 
pubished the "True Story of the Three Little 
Pigs" by the MMB P\bishing Company of St. 
Louis. Also, the DePue Famiy Musicians 
pefformed at the United Methodist Ou-ch of 
CoUnbus concert series. Jan. 24. 
apparently experienced some success 
with this area of its mail-order business 
because its .. modern home department .. 
operated from 1 908 to 1937. The first 
homes were featured for sale over four 
pages in a special homes spring issue. 
At the same time. Sears sold building 
and roofing material, and briefly had a 
construction .division that could be 
contracted to build homes. 
According to her research, Browne 
said Sears featured approximatei'/ 450 
models of plans in its catalog during its 
30-year selling period and it sold almost 
100,000 homes. She said the business 
probably stopped in 1937 because 
other companies were on the market 
that could build the homes cheaper. 
Despite its odd history. the Bowling 
Green house has been durable, Browne 
said. Little is known of its early history. 
but she said she befJeves the first owner 
was Virg~ Taylor, who was the manager 
of the Clazel Theater in the early 
Hilliard from page 1 
Hilliard served for eight years as dean 
of education at San Francisco State 
University before joining the faculty at 
Georgia Stale University as a Fuller E. 
Callaway professor of education. He also 
has taught and studied in Kenya. Guam, 
Samoa. Suriname. the Virgin Islands, 
England. Greece and several European 
countries. 
He is the recipient of many awards. 
among them: the Outstanding 
Scholarship Award from the National 
Association of Black Psychologists; the 
Marcus M. Foster Distinguished Educator 
Award from the National Alliance of Black 
School Educators; the Distinguished 
Leadership Award from the National 
Association of Teacher Educators; and 
the M.LK. Award for Outstanding 
Research, Scholarly Achievement and 
Humanitarian Service from the New York 
Society of Clinical Psychologists. 
Rictuin:I L Weaver II, interpersonal and public 
COllllTll.llica, and Howard w. Cotrell. 
instructional media center, co-authored ''The 
Bitch Factor: Deaing with Negative Criticism, .. 
in Education, FaD 1 987. 
Dennis M. Anderson. political science, 
"Proportional Representation Sections of 
ToledoCityCouncils: 1934-49," in Northwest 
Ohio Quarterly, Vol. 59, No. 4, Autumn 1987. 
Bmer Spreitzer and Bdon E. Snyder, both of 
sociology, "Educational-Occuptional Frt and 
Leisure Orientation as Related to Life 
Satisfaction" in Jcunal of Leisure Research, 
Vol. 19, No. 2. 
Arjun IC. Gupta. mathematics and statistics, 
editor, "Advances in Multivariate Statistical 
Analysis ... Pillai Memorial Volume, D. Reidel 
Publishing. 1 98 7. 
F. Scott Regan and Michael SlaYin, both of 
theatre. review of Creative Drama and 
Imagination by Helane Rosenberg in Youth 
TheatreJoumal. Fal 1987. 
Rich Wilson, OaYid Majsterekand W. Tom 
Southern, aD of special education, collaborated 
in writing "Content Area Programming for 
Secondary Leaming Disabled Students" in 
Reading Improvement, Fal 1987. 
Sue Gawron, health. physical education and 
recreation. is the author of Chapter 28 of 
Leadetship Training in Adapted Ph}'Sical 
Education. The chapter is entitled "Of Bits, 
Bytes and Boxes: Using Simulations and Games 
in Professional Preparation of Adapted Physical 
Educators.-
Ronald Marso and Fred Pigget. both of 
educalional foundations and inquiry, 
co-authored "Differences Between 
Self-Perceived Job Expectations and Job 
Reaities of Beginning Teachers,·· in .JoumaJ of 
Teacher Education. November:December 
1987. 
Roger D. Colcord, commurucalion disorders. 
and Shelli L Brown. ··perceptual Com~ of 
Adolescent Stutterers' and Nons:utterers" 
Fluent Speech'" in Journal of Fluency Drsorders. 
Vo. 12. December 1987. 
1930s 
The home also has ser·;ed the 
University well The home was 
purchased by the Unrversity in 1 938 to 
serve as the president's residence and 
it served in that capacity until 1 963 
when it was determined to be too small. 
After a new presidential home was 
selected. the house was used by the 
alumni offices. the graduate offices and 
finally, the popular culture department 
and Popular Press. 
··1 don't know of any other homes in 
Bowling Green that were ordered from 
Sears but there could be others," 
Browne said. "Although the building still 
needs some renovation for us. we think 
it's an appropriate place for us to be." 
Faculty/Staff 
Presentations 
Larry Smith, English, Firetands. gave an 
invited presentation with Ann Smith on 
.. Alternatives to VIOience" for the Lorain County 
Peace Coalition at Oberlin COiiege. Dec. 1 . 
Greg Brownell, educational curriculum and 
instruction. presented ··computer Education in 
the Schools K Tlvough 8: Should the DPMA Be 
Involved?"' at the 6th Annual Information 
Systems Education Conference. San Francisco. 
Ca .. Nov. 1. 
Ronald E. Shields, theatre. presented two 
papers and a poetry reading at the annual 
Speech Communication Association 
Convention. Boston. Ma .. Nov. 5-8. The poetry 
reacflflQ was part of a program entitled "A Gallery 
of Poetry and Paintings in Performance." His 
paper presentations discussed the topics 
"O'Neill and Expressionism" and ··cross-Gender 
Performance: An Empirical Study." 
Beth Casey, Center for Academic Options, 
presented ''Coherence in the General Education 
Curriculum" at the AGLS Conference, 
Cincinnati. Oct. 30. She also chaired a session 
on "Issues in lntercflSciplinary Theory and 
Practice" at the Association for Integrative 
Studies Conference at Pennsytavania State 
University, Nov. 8. 
Thomas D. Anderson, ge'ography, presented 
a paper tilled "Mexico is No Domino" al the 
annual meetings of the Conference of Latin 
Americanist Geographers, San Jose, Costa 
Rica. Jan. 14. 
Faculty/8_taff 
Grants 
Gnlg Faiers and Glen Frey, geography. 
S 1 ,050 from the Board of Wood County 
Commissioners for weather forecasts to be 
transmitted to the Wood County Sheriffs 




Pam Ryan, and Robert Spano, both of 
musical arts, wil pefform a duo recital at Oberlin 
College Feb. 13. They will premiere a piece 
composed by Spano. 
Duane E. Tucker, WBGU·TV. has been 
appointed to the Educational Technology 
Advisory Commission of Ohio's State Board of 
Education. He is one of three public 
broadcasters appointed to the 18-member 
commission. 
William Speer, educational curriculum and 
instruction. colaborated with James Heddens of 
Kent State Unil.-ersity in revising and editing the 
sixth edition of Today's Mathematics. Speer wiD 
be the senior editor of the next edition. 
The College of Education and Allied 
Professions has been awarded a plaque by the 
Toledo Society for Autistic Children in 
recognition of the College· s active support and 
involvement in TSAC's summer school program. 
The plaque declares the College a "1987 Friend 
of the Autism Society." 
Rich Wilson, special education. has been 
appointed to a three-year term as contributing 
editor for Special Services Digest. The quarterly 
publication. initiated in the summer of 1987. 
presents a digested review of 
previously-published arbcles relating to special 
· educabOn and allied service professions. 
Plan to attend 
OSU lectures 
The Faculty Development Committee has 
received information about the Ohio State 
University Distinguished Lecture Series. 
The committee encourages faculty to 
attend the remaining two presentations on 
the OSU campus: 
Dr. Ernest L. Boyer, president of the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement 
of Teaching, wiU speak at 8 p.m. Feb. 24 in 
100 Independence Hall. On April 6, Dr. 
Donald Stewart, president of the College 
Board and former president of Spelman 
CoUege, will lecture. The location will be 
announced later. 
Edward A. Schwerkolt. technology. 
presented a demonstration on the uses of two 
popular desktop publishing packages. 
Pagemaker and Ventura using the IBM computer 
systems. at the In Plant Management 
Association meeting. at the CoUege of 
Technology, Nov. 24 The program was 
sponsored by IPMA and the College of 
Technology Department of Visual 
Communication and Technology Education 
Robert Thayer, musical arts. addressed t'le 
Torch Club of Toledo or: "Doing What Musicians 
Do: Understanding Music Through Compasition. 
Performing and Analyzing ... Jan. 1 8. 
Ray B. Browne, presented "The Detective as 
Contemporary Hero" as an invited speaker at the 
Sixth Annual Key West Literary Seminary of 
"Whodunit?''. Key West Florida. Jan. 15. 
Richard Kruppa and Edward A. Schwerlcolt. 
both of technology, presented ''Three 
Approaches to Establishing a Core Curriculum 
for Industrial Technology Program" al the NAIT 
National Conference, Oct. 21-23, NashviDe. 
Tenn. 
Jeff Gordon, geography. presented "An 
Overview of the Temporal Nature of Periodic 
Flea Markets and Antiques Markets Existing in 
1.986.in the.state Qt.Olli(), ':.and wi1h Patsmth .• 
geography, presented "APreliminary 
Geographical lnvestigatiotl of the NalionaJ 
Tractor PuB in Bowling Green. Ohio" al the 
annual meeting of the Ohio Academy of Science, 
Canton, April 1 987. 
Robert Conner, psychology, S134,530from 
the U.S. Department of Education for fooding for 
the up-grading of the Psychology Anma1 Facility 
through the pizchase of a cagewasher, liquid 
scintillation counter and various racks and 
cages. 
Alma Jean Smith and Rex Ekum, 
performance studies. shared a recital 
presentation al Ohio Northern University in Ada, 
Jan. 17. 
Shwen Russell, special education, has been 
appointed facijty adviser to the Ohio Association 
of the Student Council for Exceptional Children 
for a two-year term. As faculty adviser of the 
state-wide student organization, he also serves 
as an ex officio ITlE!fnbej' of the Executive 
Committee of the Ohio Federation Cot.ncil for 
Exceptional Children. 
Duane E. Whibnire, registration and records, 
has been appointed to the 1 988-89 New 
Development and TechniQues Committee of the 
American Association of Collegiate Registrar's 
and Admissions Officers. 
Christopher Mruk. psychology. Fa-elands. has 
developed a computer program that has been 
accepted for commet cial release by the National 
Colegiate Soflware Clearinghouse which is 
headqi iartered at the University of North 
Carolina. The software, "Unders1anding 
Abnormal Behavior: A Study Disk of Basic 
Psychological Approaches, - helps people 
comprehend key issues in the understanding 
and treating of abnormal behavior. 
F.Scolt Regan, theatre. has been appointed 
associate editor of Youtll Theatre Journal. 
'Kabuki Othello' theater to e·ntertain area school children 
About 2.400 young people from 24 
northern Ohio schools will attend 
performances of .. Kabuki Othello" 
Thursday and Friday (Feb 11 and 12) at 
the University. 
Per1ormances of the play cap a 
week-long campus visit by Shozo Sato. 
who conceived. created and directs 
"Kabuki Othello." 
The special per1ormances for school 
children to see the play, which is based 
on Shakespeare's tragedy but set in 16th 
century Japan, are part of Arts 
Unlimited's program of multi-disciplinary 
aesthetic education in the schools, Dr. 
Michael Moore, director of Arts Unlimited, 
said. 
Pupils at participating schools have had 
lessons about Japanese customs and 
culture and have taken part in a number of 
activities to expose them to Japanese 
foods, languages, origami, calligraphy, 
kites and fans, Japanese instruments and 
songs. The students also have learned 
about the traditions of Kabuki theater. 
including its elements of dance. 
costumes and makeup. 
Sato. an artist-in-residence at the 
University of Illinois, is a wor1d-~enowned 
authority on Kabuki theatre. In addition to 
''Kabuki Othello," he has produced 
"Kabuki Medea" and is training John 
Houseman's The Acting Company for its 
upcoming production of "Kabuki 
Macbeth." 
The cast of "Kabuki Othello" is 
composed of students at the University of 
Illinois who are studying under Sato this 
year. The theatre troupe's appearances 
on the Bowling Green campus are being 
sponsored by the theatre department and 
Arts Unlimited. 
Sato is scheduled to speak with student 
and community groups, including the 
Kiwanis and Optimist clubs in Bowling 
Green. as well as meet with area 
businessmen and women who are 
studying Japanese and University 
students in non-western music classes. 
theatre seminars and Japanese language 
and Asian study programs. 
In addition to daytime performances for 
youngsters. the University Theatre will 
present two public per1ormances of the 
production at 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday 
(Feb. 11 and Feb. 12). Tickets. $4 for 
adults and $2 for students, can be 
purchased at the theatre box office in 
University Hall or reserved by calling 
372-2719. 
Sato's week-long campus stay is made 
possible in part by a grant from the Ohio 
Humanities Council. 
Performances of "Kabuki Othello" are 
underwritten by a grant from the Hitachi 
Foundation with additional funding from 
the University's Cultural Events 
Committee, the University Activities 
Organization Performing Arts Committee, 
the College of Arts and Sciences. the 
Office of Continuing Education, the Asian 
Studies Program and the Student 
Activities Support Committee. 
Mid-American National Bank and Trust 
Co., State Home Savings and Hofiday Inn 
of Bowflng Green also have provided 
funding. 
Enjoy evening of Japanese culture 
In conjunction with a performance of 
"Kabuki Othello," an evening of Japanese 
culture is being offered by the Office of 
Continuing Education on Friday (Feb. 
12). 
The evening will begin with dinner at the 
Garden Terrace in McDonald Quadrangle 
at 5:30.p.m_ and adiscussion of 
. Japanese culture and theatre with Shozo 
Sato, a.rector of "Kabuki Othello" and a 
reknowned expert on the Japanese 
theatre. 
Artist-in-residence at the University of 
llfmois, Sato will describe at the dinner the 
history, traditional costumes, make-up, 
music, movement and dance of the 
Kabuki theatre as well as the challenges 
involved in adapting Shakespeare's work.. 
This wiD be the first lime a d'tSCussion 
wiD take place in conjunction with the 
The cast of "'Kabuki Othello" is composed of students from the University of Illinois who 
are studying under the direction of Shazo Sato. Sato is an artist-in-residence at the 
University of Illinois and is a world-renowned authority on Kabuki theatre. 
performance. 
After dinner, the University Theatre will 
present the University of Illinois Kabuki 
theatre production of "Kabuki Othello" at 
8 p.m. in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre in 
University Hall. 
"Kabuki Othello," which was 
conceived, designed and directed by 
Sato and written by Karen Sunde, uses 
the traditional form of Japanese theatre to 
create a stylized depiction of the tragic 
story of jealous rage through song and 
dance and elaborate costumes and 
make-up. 
Dinner reservations are limited. The 
cost is $19.50 per person. To register, 
contact the Office of Continuing 
Education at 372-8181. 
Honesty Committee's authority questioned John Scott 
production to 
play in Toledo 
_ l,lnderg[aduat.e_Council.discussed the 
authority and responsibilities of the 
Academic Honesty Committee at its Jan. 
20 meeting. The topic arose from 
correspondence received from the 
SEC/President Joint Conference 
questioning whether the chair of AHC or 
the committee itself has the authority to 
direct an instructor to assign a grade in any 
set of circumstances, and if so, do the 
circumstances include directing the 
instructor to change or assign a grade 
when it was initially given as a penalty? 
Dr. Ann Marie Lancaster, council 
member, said the Academic Honesty 
Committee recently made revisions to the 
Honesty Policy and was careful to 
distinguish between a grade and a penalty. 
The Academic Honesty Committee has 
agreed that an instructor assigns and 
changes grades that are based on 
academic performance, according to Dr. 
Patricia King, committee chair. However, 
the questions brought before the Joint 
Conference challenge the authority of the 
AHC to act in matters of penalilies imposed 
because of academic olShonesty. 
Council members agreed that AHC has 
the authority to suspend a penalty in whole 
orinpart. To affirm the position, the 
following resolution was proposed: 
"Undergraduate Council affirms the 
authority of the instructor to assign grades 
based on academic performance. It also 
affirms the authority of the Academic 
Honesty Committee to suspend a penalty 
in whole or in part in cases of academic 
dishonesty. 
The resolution wiD be presented for 
action at the council's next meeting. 
In other business, Dr. Ernest Champion, 
chair of the Cultural Diversity Committee, 
provided a brief status report on the 
committee's work, and distributed a copy 
of the "Criteria for Course Approval." 
Champion said deans, chairs and directors 
have been reminded that the committee is 
ready to accept courses for review. Twelve 
course descriptions have been received 
and all 12 are existing courses. 
Coune1l members expressed concern 
that the criteria statement developed by the 
committee appears to emphasize four 
minority groups to the exclusion of other 
ethnic groups. It was suggested that by 
emphasizing only four ethnic minorities, 
there may be greater difficulty in obtaining 
sufficient numbers of general education 
courses. 
Champion said the committee had 
discussed the inclusion of more ethnic 
groups and while they believed inclusion of 
such groups was important, they decided 
the deficiency of courses on 
Afro-Americans, American Indians, 
Hispanics and Asian Americans justified a 
special emphasis. He said that while 
courses emphasizing these minorities were 
encouraged, other cultures were not 
excluded. 
McDowall's films are series' focus 
Roddy McDowall, one of the most 
successful child actors to make the 
transition to adult roles, will be featured in 
a fihn series beginning Feb. 12 at the 
Gish Film Theater. 
McDowaD, who is co-chair of the 
National Advisory Committee of the Gish 
Film Theater. has 
appeared in 113 
feature-length 
films since his 
debut at the age 
of 8. His latest 
release is 
"Overboard" with 
Goldie Hawn. He 
also has made 
173 television 
appearances in a 
featured role or 
Roddy McDowaJJ 
as a guest artist and has acted in 44 
stage productions. 
"McDowad"s career is over 50 years. 
He is probably the best example of a child 
star who made the transition to adult 
stardom," said Dr. Ralph Wolfe, English 
and film studies and curator of the Gish 
Film Theater. ··He is a long-time friend of 
LiDian Gish and knew Dorothy Gish. It is 
fitting to pay him this tnbute." 
AD programs in the Friday night series. 
begin at 7 p.m. in the Gish Film Theater in 
Hanna HaD. Admission is free and open to 
thepubrrc. 
The series opens Feb. 12 with "How 
Green Was My Valley." a 1941 motion 
picture directed by John Ford, and will be 
followed on Feb. 19 by the 1942 film, 
''The Pied Piper." 
"My Friend Flicka" and "Lassie Come 
Home" will be the double feature on Feb. 
26. 
On March 4, "Cleopatra, •• which also 
features McDowaJrs friend Eizabeth 
Taylor, will be shown. 
Another double feature is planned with 
the showing of "That Darned Cat" and 
"Lord Love a Duck" on March 11 . 
On April 8 "Escape From Planet of the 
Apes," made in 1971, and ··Conquest of 
the Planet of the Apes,·· made the 
following year, wiD be presented. 
The .series wil conclude on April 1 5 
when the double biU features the 1981 
motion picture "Evil Under the Sun" and 
the 1986 fihn "Dead of Winter." 
"Triangles: Pain, Passion and Purpose," 
a play written by the University's 
playwright-in-residence, Dr. John Scott. 
will be performed four times this month in 
Toledo as part of the University's and city's 
celebration of Black History Month. 
The play wiD be presented at 8 p.m. 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday (Feb. 
11-13) at the Colflngwood Aris Center 
Theatre, 2413 Collingwood Blvd. A 
Sunday (Feb. 14) matinee will be 
presented beginning at 2 p.m. 
Produced by the University's Ethnic 
Cuttural Aris Program, the production, 
which uses poetry. music and dance to 
depict the lives of blacks in America. is 
being performed by University students 
and Toledo residents. 
Scott, who in addition to being 
playwright-in-residence is also director of 
Bowling Green's Ethnic Cuttural Aris 
Program, has written more than a dozen 
plays. Three of them, "Ride a Black 
Horse,·· "Karma" and "The Good Ship 
Credit," have been produced off-Broadway 
by the Negro Ensemble Company, the 
Afro.American Total Theatre and the 
Richard AUen Center for Culture and Art. 
A graduate of Scott High School in 
Toledo. Scott said the purpose of 
producing a play in Toledo is four fold: to 
take art into predominately minority 
communities; to assist the University's 
admission efforts in recruiting Toledo 
minorities to the campus; to have 
University minorities become involved in 
Toledo minority communities; and to 
introduce the Toledo community to Bowling 
Green arts events in the hope that people 
wiR travel to the campus to view future 
programs. 
The 1 934 Sears catalog advertised 
the particular plans and style of the 
house as '"The Lewiston.·· '"Who would 
not take pride in being pointed out as 
the owner of this beautiful English 
home?" the ad asks. It goes on to say. 
'There is deep satisfaction in the 
possession of a home which truly 
expresses the good taste and the 
hospitality of the family. and a keen 
enjoyment in pleasant, 
weU-proportioned rooms. arranged for 
gracious living." 
The plans for "The Lewiston" offered 
two styles: a five-room home forSl ,527 
or a seven-room home for S 1, 7 45. 
Browne said although the Bowling 
Green house has been remodeled 
numerous limes through the years. she 
believes the house was built from the 
seven-room plan. 
Once ordered, the house was 
delivered in pre-cut pieces by truck to 
the new owner. "You received the plans 
and everything already cut and ready to 
puttogether," Browne said. "The ad 
makes it sound like anyone could 
assemble it, but I'm sure you would 
have needed a carpenter and a 
bricklayer." 
Everything from the bricks, to the 
hinges, shutters, shingles and flower 
boxes came with the package. Sears 
911 from page 1 --------
"It was worth every bit of effort it took 
to get 911 in service. I just look forward 
lo the day when we will be able to lie into 
a county-wide network," Bess said. 
(Plans for a 911 service for the entire 
county are being discussed by local and 
county government officials.) 
"The service has improved our 
response time; when the 911 telephone 
rings, the people on duty are geared up to 
handle the call as an emergency. The 
bottom line is that the campus is a safer 
place than it was before the service 




John Holms, marketing, "Effective Advertising 
Doesn't Begfl with the Ad" in Marketing. 
Susan Petroshius, and Bob Wu. both of 
marketing. ''The Halo Effect in Store Image 
Measurement" in Journal of the Academy of 
Marketing Science. 
Chan Hahn and Dan Bragg, management. 
"Impact of the Setup Variable on Capacity and 
Inventory Decisions" in Academy of 
Management Review. 
Bartley Brennan and Nancy Kubasek, both of 
legal studies. co-authored the textbook. The 
Legal Environment of Business. 
Sangjin Yoo, accounting and management 
information systems, -A Decision Support 
System for an Integrated Strategic Management 
Model,·· in Journal of Management Information 
Systems. 
Dean Purdy, student affairs research and 
evaluation, edited a special edition of the journal, 
ARENA Review, focusing on "Sport and the 
Student-Athlete ... 
Philip Royster, ethnic studies, has several 
poems in the new anthology. NOMMO: A 
Literary Legacy of Black Chicago (1967-87). 
His poems are entitled "Intimacy." 
"Honesty ... Truth, .. "Condemned ...... "You've 
Got It Made" and "Enticement. •• 
Raymond Barter, marketing. -A Demographic: 
Profile of Marketing Research lntE!fViewers, •• in 
Joe.ma/ of the Market Research Society. 
Benrs Mabry, economics, "The Labour 
Movement and the Practice of Professional 
Management in Thailand. - in Joe.ma/ of 
Southeast As.ian Stucfjes_ 
James Lesage. economics. and two 
professors from the University of Toledo 
co-authored ''Toledo: An Economy Plagued by 
High Labor Costs and Loss of Manufactumg 
Faciities:' in Ohio Economic Trends Review. 
Wallace DePue, musical arts, has had 
pubished the "True Story of the Three Little 
Pigs" by the MMB P\bishing Company of St. 
Louis. Also, the DePue Famiy Musicians 
pefformed at the United Methodist Ou-ch of 
CoUnbus concert series. Jan. 24. 
apparently experienced some success 
with this area of its mail-order business 
because its .. modern home department .. 
operated from 1 908 to 1937. The first 
homes were featured for sale over four 
pages in a special homes spring issue. 
At the same time. Sears sold building 
and roofing material, and briefly had a 
construction .division that could be 
contracted to build homes. 
According to her research, Browne 
said Sears featured approximatei'/ 450 
models of plans in its catalog during its 
30-year selling period and it sold almost 
100,000 homes. She said the business 
probably stopped in 1937 because 
other companies were on the market 
that could build the homes cheaper. 
Despite its odd history. the Bowling 
Green house has been durable, Browne 
said. Little is known of its early history. 
but she said she befJeves the first owner 
was Virg~ Taylor, who was the manager 
of the Clazel Theater in the early 
Hilliard from page 1 
Hilliard served for eight years as dean 
of education at San Francisco State 
University before joining the faculty at 
Georgia Stale University as a Fuller E. 
Callaway professor of education. He also 
has taught and studied in Kenya. Guam, 
Samoa. Suriname. the Virgin Islands, 
England. Greece and several European 
countries. 
He is the recipient of many awards. 
among them: the Outstanding 
Scholarship Award from the National 
Association of Black Psychologists; the 
Marcus M. Foster Distinguished Educator 
Award from the National Alliance of Black 
School Educators; the Distinguished 
Leadership Award from the National 
Association of Teacher Educators; and 
the M.LK. Award for Outstanding 
Research, Scholarly Achievement and 
Humanitarian Service from the New York 
Society of Clinical Psychologists. 
Rictuin:I L Weaver II, interpersonal and public 
COllllTll.llica, and Howard w. Cotrell. 
instructional media center, co-authored ''The 
Bitch Factor: Deaing with Negative Criticism, .. 
in Education, FaD 1 987. 
Dennis M. Anderson. political science, 
"Proportional Representation Sections of 
ToledoCityCouncils: 1934-49," in Northwest 
Ohio Quarterly, Vol. 59, No. 4, Autumn 1987. 
Bmer Spreitzer and Bdon E. Snyder, both of 
sociology, "Educational-Occuptional Frt and 
Leisure Orientation as Related to Life 
Satisfaction" in Jcunal of Leisure Research, 
Vol. 19, No. 2. 
Arjun IC. Gupta. mathematics and statistics, 
editor, "Advances in Multivariate Statistical 
Analysis ... Pillai Memorial Volume, D. Reidel 
Publishing. 1 98 7. 
F. Scott Regan and Michael SlaYin, both of 
theatre. review of Creative Drama and 
Imagination by Helane Rosenberg in Youth 
TheatreJoumal. Fal 1987. 
Rich Wilson, OaYid Majsterekand W. Tom 
Southern, aD of special education, collaborated 
in writing "Content Area Programming for 
Secondary Leaming Disabled Students" in 
Reading Improvement, Fal 1987. 
Sue Gawron, health. physical education and 
recreation. is the author of Chapter 28 of 
Leadetship Training in Adapted Ph}'Sical 
Education. The chapter is entitled "Of Bits, 
Bytes and Boxes: Using Simulations and Games 
in Professional Preparation of Adapted Physical 
Educators.-
Ronald Marso and Fred Pigget. both of 
educalional foundations and inquiry, 
co-authored "Differences Between 
Self-Perceived Job Expectations and Job 
Reaities of Beginning Teachers,·· in .JoumaJ of 
Teacher Education. November:December 
1987. 
Roger D. Colcord, commurucalion disorders. 
and Shelli L Brown. ··perceptual Com~ of 
Adolescent Stutterers' and Nons:utterers" 
Fluent Speech'" in Journal of Fluency Drsorders. 
Vo. 12. December 1987. 
1930s 
The home also has ser·;ed the 
University well The home was 
purchased by the Unrversity in 1 938 to 
serve as the president's residence and 
it served in that capacity until 1 963 
when it was determined to be too small. 
After a new presidential home was 
selected. the house was used by the 
alumni offices. the graduate offices and 
finally, the popular culture department 
and Popular Press. 
··1 don't know of any other homes in 
Bowling Green that were ordered from 
Sears but there could be others," 
Browne said. "Although the building still 
needs some renovation for us. we think 
it's an appropriate place for us to be." 
Faculty/Staff 
Presentations 
Larry Smith, English, Firetands. gave an 
invited presentation with Ann Smith on 
.. Alternatives to VIOience" for the Lorain County 
Peace Coalition at Oberlin COiiege. Dec. 1 . 
Greg Brownell, educational curriculum and 
instruction. presented ··computer Education in 
the Schools K Tlvough 8: Should the DPMA Be 
Involved?"' at the 6th Annual Information 
Systems Education Conference. San Francisco. 
Ca .. Nov. 1. 
Ronald E. Shields, theatre. presented two 
papers and a poetry reading at the annual 
Speech Communication Association 
Convention. Boston. Ma .. Nov. 5-8. The poetry 
reacflflQ was part of a program entitled "A Gallery 
of Poetry and Paintings in Performance." His 
paper presentations discussed the topics 
"O'Neill and Expressionism" and ··cross-Gender 
Performance: An Empirical Study." 
Beth Casey, Center for Academic Options, 
presented ''Coherence in the General Education 
Curriculum" at the AGLS Conference, 
Cincinnati. Oct. 30. She also chaired a session 
on "Issues in lntercflSciplinary Theory and 
Practice" at the Association for Integrative 
Studies Conference at Pennsytavania State 
University, Nov. 8. 
Thomas D. Anderson, ge'ography, presented 
a paper tilled "Mexico is No Domino" al the 
annual meetings of the Conference of Latin 
Americanist Geographers, San Jose, Costa 
Rica. Jan. 14. 
Faculty/8_taff 
Grants 
Gnlg Faiers and Glen Frey, geography. 
S 1 ,050 from the Board of Wood County 
Commissioners for weather forecasts to be 
transmitted to the Wood County Sheriffs 




Pam Ryan, and Robert Spano, both of 
musical arts, wil pefform a duo recital at Oberlin 
College Feb. 13. They will premiere a piece 
composed by Spano. 
Duane E. Tucker, WBGU·TV. has been 
appointed to the Educational Technology 
Advisory Commission of Ohio's State Board of 
Education. He is one of three public 
broadcasters appointed to the 18-member 
commission. 
William Speer, educational curriculum and 
instruction. colaborated with James Heddens of 
Kent State Unil.-ersity in revising and editing the 
sixth edition of Today's Mathematics. Speer wiD 
be the senior editor of the next edition. 
The College of Education and Allied 
Professions has been awarded a plaque by the 
Toledo Society for Autistic Children in 
recognition of the College· s active support and 
involvement in TSAC's summer school program. 
The plaque declares the College a "1987 Friend 
of the Autism Society." 
Rich Wilson, special education. has been 
appointed to a three-year term as contributing 
editor for Special Services Digest. The quarterly 
publication. initiated in the summer of 1987. 
presents a digested review of 
previously-published arbcles relating to special 
· educabOn and allied service professions. 
Plan to attend 
OSU lectures 
The Faculty Development Committee has 
received information about the Ohio State 
University Distinguished Lecture Series. 
The committee encourages faculty to 
attend the remaining two presentations on 
the OSU campus: 
Dr. Ernest L. Boyer, president of the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement 
of Teaching, wiU speak at 8 p.m. Feb. 24 in 
100 Independence Hall. On April 6, Dr. 
Donald Stewart, president of the College 
Board and former president of Spelman 
CoUege, will lecture. The location will be 
announced later. 
Edward A. Schwerkolt. technology. 
presented a demonstration on the uses of two 
popular desktop publishing packages. 
Pagemaker and Ventura using the IBM computer 
systems. at the In Plant Management 
Association meeting. at the CoUege of 
Technology, Nov. 24 The program was 
sponsored by IPMA and the College of 
Technology Department of Visual 
Communication and Technology Education 
Robert Thayer, musical arts. addressed t'le 
Torch Club of Toledo or: "Doing What Musicians 
Do: Understanding Music Through Compasition. 
Performing and Analyzing ... Jan. 1 8. 
Ray B. Browne, presented "The Detective as 
Contemporary Hero" as an invited speaker at the 
Sixth Annual Key West Literary Seminary of 
"Whodunit?''. Key West Florida. Jan. 15. 
Richard Kruppa and Edward A. Schwerlcolt. 
both of technology, presented ''Three 
Approaches to Establishing a Core Curriculum 
for Industrial Technology Program" al the NAIT 
National Conference, Oct. 21-23, NashviDe. 
Tenn. 
Jeff Gordon, geography. presented "An 
Overview of the Temporal Nature of Periodic 
Flea Markets and Antiques Markets Existing in 
1.986.in the.state Qt.Olli(), ':.and wi1h Patsmth .• 
geography, presented "APreliminary 
Geographical lnvestigatiotl of the NalionaJ 
Tractor PuB in Bowling Green. Ohio" al the 
annual meeting of the Ohio Academy of Science, 
Canton, April 1 987. 
Robert Conner, psychology, S134,530from 
the U.S. Department of Education for fooding for 
the up-grading of the Psychology Anma1 Facility 
through the pizchase of a cagewasher, liquid 
scintillation counter and various racks and 
cages. 
Alma Jean Smith and Rex Ekum, 
performance studies. shared a recital 
presentation al Ohio Northern University in Ada, 
Jan. 17. 
Shwen Russell, special education, has been 
appointed facijty adviser to the Ohio Association 
of the Student Council for Exceptional Children 
for a two-year term. As faculty adviser of the 
state-wide student organization, he also serves 
as an ex officio ITlE!fnbej' of the Executive 
Committee of the Ohio Federation Cot.ncil for 
Exceptional Children. 
Duane E. Whibnire, registration and records, 
has been appointed to the 1 988-89 New 
Development and TechniQues Committee of the 
American Association of Collegiate Registrar's 
and Admissions Officers. 
Christopher Mruk. psychology. Fa-elands. has 
developed a computer program that has been 
accepted for commet cial release by the National 
Colegiate Soflware Clearinghouse which is 
headqi iartered at the University of North 
Carolina. The software, "Unders1anding 
Abnormal Behavior: A Study Disk of Basic 
Psychological Approaches, - helps people 
comprehend key issues in the understanding 
and treating of abnormal behavior. 
F.Scolt Regan, theatre. has been appointed 
associate editor of Youtll Theatre Journal. 
Book encompasses recent 
research used in teaching 
Dr. Margaret lshler was talking to some of 
her coUeagues at a meeting of the 
Association of Teacher Educators and 
found they had a common complaint. They 
weren·t happy with the textbooks available 
for teaching secondary method courses. 
So they wrote a book. 
lshler. director 








Dr. William Willen. 
both of Kent 
State University, Margaret /shier 
in authoring 
The Dynamics of Effective Teaching. 
The recently published book introduces 
principles of classroom instruction at the 
middle and high school levels. explains 
various teaching methods and strategies. 
and focuses on the role of the teacher as a 
decision-maker. The authors emphasize 
the use of educational research by 
showing its implications for the practice of 
teaching. The test also includes numerous 
instruments for analyzing instruction. 
"The whole book project was started 
from simply sitting together at the meeting 
and discussing what it was we didn't like in 
the current texts." lshler said. "We 
discovered our approaches were so similar 
that ii was easy bringing our ideas 
together." 
lshler said the book was divided into 
thirds wilt: each author writing a carefuUy 
planned section. Frequent meetings and 




The following classified positions are available: 
New 'tllcancies 
Posting expiration date for employees to 
apply: 4 p.m., Friday. Feb. 12. 








Student Recreation Center 
Equipment Operator 
PayRange5 




another on the status of the writing. 
"Pour main concern was to utilize the 
new research that has been developed on 
teaching ettectiveness,'" lshler said. 
"There are many books out on the market 
that haven't used that as a base. But 
methodology has increased immensely and 
we wanted to show how it applies to 
instruction techniques." 
The book also emphasizes basic skills 
necessary for a teacher to know such as 
questioning, motivating and methods for 
small group discussion. Teaching 
strategies also are covered in detail. "In the 
book. we build from small skiUs to methods 
in how teachers will present the material to 
their students," lshler said. 
All three authors have been using the 
text in their classes. "It has been a thrill to 
walk inlo my class and see my students 
using the textbook," lshler said. 'Tve also 
been getting calls from around the country 
inquiring about it. It's a good feeling." 
Return your surveys 
Employees who received the University 
Computing Council's survey are asked to 
return the completed forms as soon as 
possible. or call Roy Johnson, chair of the 
council, at 372-2876 for an additional 
form. 
Date book 
Monday, Feb. 8 
Brown Bag Alternative Meeting, with Dr. 
Roger V. Bennett. dean of education and allied 
professions. 7:30-8:30 a.m., 444 Conference 
Room. Education Building. 
Metalwork Exhibition, '"Olympian Effort: 
Korean Metalsmiths Today ... Ga:Jery, Fine Arts 
Building. through Feb. 19. Gallery hours are 9 
am.-4:30 p m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. on 
Sundays. Free. 
European and Latin American Film Series, 
"'Erendira." 2:30 p.m .. Gish Fdm Theater, Hanna 
Hall. Movie will be in the original language with 
English subtitles. Free. Sponsored by the 
Department of Romance Languages. 
Keynote Address, for the film series "Women 
in the Reel World: A Film Exploration of Women's 
Reality." by Dr. E. Ann Kaplan. director of the 
Humarutie5.lnstitute of the.State University of 
New York at Stony Brook, 7 p.m .. Community 
Room. Wood County Library, 251 N. Main St.. 
Bowling Green. Free. Sponsored by the 
Women·s Studies Program, the Department of 
Radio. Television and Fdm. and the Fdm Studies 
Program. 
Lecture, "'Ohio General Assembly: Process 
and Politics." by Ohio Rep. Randall Gardner, 8 
p.m., 1; 2 Life Sciences Building. Free. 
Sponsored by Phi Sigma Alpha and the 
Department of Political Science. 
. Faculty/staff positions 
The following faculty positions are available: ( • means an internal candidate is being considered for 
the position) 
Educational Administration and SUperrision:Assistant/associate professor. Contact Richard 0. 
Carlson (2-7357). Deadine: Feb. 29. 
Englist-.: Intern instructor; also, instructor (two positions); also, lecturer. For all positions, contact 
Lester E. Barber (2-2576). Deadlines: March 31. 
Gerontology: Assistant or associate professor. Contact John C3vanaugh (2-8242) Deadline: 
March 1. 
library: Music cataloger. Contact Kattvyn W. Thiede (2-7891). Deadline: March 20. 
Psychology: Postdoctoral felow in industrial-organization psychology (anticipated). Contact the 
l-0 Postdoctoral Search Committee. Department of Psychology (2-2301 ). Deadline: March 15. 
Romance Languages: Instructor (Spanish), two positions available. Contact Diane Pretzer 
(2·2667). Deadline: Feb. 22. 
School of Art Assistant professor. 2-D Division. Contact Search Committee, School of Art 
(2-2786). Also, assistant professor, art education. Contact Mary Mabry (2-2786). Also, assistant 
professor. graphic design. Contact Ronald Jacomini (2·2786). Deadlines: Marcil 4. 
Social Worlc: Assistant professor (re-opened). Contact Clyde A. Wilis (2·8243). Deadline: March 
1. 
Technology Systems: Chair. Contact Benjamin Obinero Uwakweh, chair of the Search Convnittee 
(2-7581 ). Deadline: March 31 or until position is filled. Also, Assistant/associate professor of 
technology (computer integrated manufacturing technology). (Search extended). Contact ~d 
Kruppa (2-7 581 ). Deadline: March 31 or until position filled. Also, assistlnt 
professor-aerotechuology. Contact Chair, Search Committee (2-7581 ). Deadline: March 31 or until 
position is filled. 
Visual Communications and Technology Education:Assistanttassociate professor (architectural 
design). Contact Gene Poor (2-7581 ). Deadline: March 31 or until position is filed. 
The following administrative positions are available: 
Academic Enhancement: Assistant director of Academic: Enhancement-pre-major advising. 
Contact Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deadline March 31. 
English:• Acting director of general studies writing. Contact Lester E. Barber (2-2576). Deadbne: 
March 31. 
OHiceof Admission: Assistant cirector of acm1ss10ns. Contact Armmane Heldt (2·2558). 
Deadline: Postmarked by Feb. t 9 
Seminars set for faculty and staff 
A variety of IBM PC seminars are being 
offered to faculty. stall and graduate 
students free of charge by Computer 
Services. To register for any of the 
seminars or for more in~ormation. contact 
the secretary in 241 Math Science at 
372-2102. Persons registered for a . 
seminar. but who are unable to attend, 
should notify the secretary. 
The following seminars, aU meeting in 
312 Hayes Hall. are being ottered: 
"Microcomputer Concepts". a two-hour 
lecture. will be held from 2:30-4:20 p.m. 
Wednesday (Feb. 10). It is intended for 
anyone not familiar with microcomputers. 
"Introduction to DOS, IBM's Disk 
Operating System" is being ottered from 
1 :30-3:30 p.m. Feb. 16. II is intended for 
anyone not familiar with the IBM PC and its 
uses. 
In "Introduction to MultiMate on the IBM 
PC," the basics of word processing and 
how MultiMate functions will be covered. It 
will be held from 1-4 p.m. Feb. 23. 
"Intro to Lotus 1-2-3 on the IBM" is 
scheduled for 1 :30-4:30 p m. March 1. 
Participation is for anyone who will be using 
financial information, such as budgeting. 
"Intermediate Lotus 1-2-3 on the IBM 
PC" will oo held from 1 :30-4:30 p.m. 
March 8. It is a follow-up to the introduction 
course or for anyone who is familiar with 
Lotus 1-2-3 and wants to learn more. 
··Advanced Lotus 1-2-3 on the IBM PC" 
is from 1 :30·4:30 p.m. March 15 and is 
the third in the series of Lotus seminars. It 
covers the use of macros. table lookup and 
Concert, performed by the American Reed 
Trio, 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Free. 
Tuesday,Feb.9 
Meet the President. noon-1 :30 p.m .. 
Assembly Room. McFall Center. 
Third Annual Peace Lecture, 
"'Communicating for Peace: Building 
Soviet-American Bridges Through Education." 
by Dr. Nadia Burova. SOviet educator. 7 :30 
p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. Sponsored by the Edward Lamb 
Foundation of Toledo. 
Planetarium Show, "Journey to Earth."" 8 p.m .. 
Pianetanum. PllySICal Sciences Building. S 1 
donabon suggested. 
\Yednesday,Feb.10 
People for Racial Justice Meeting, 1 :30 
p.m .. Faculty Lounge, University Union. 
Biology Seminar, .. Consequences of Floral 
Variation for Male and Female Fitness in Wdd 
Radish." by Dr. Maureen Stanton. botany, 
University of California at DaviS. 3:30 p.m .. 112 
Life Sciences Building. Free. 
Thursday, Feb. 11 
Special Classified StaH Council Meeting, 9 
a.m .. Taft Room. University Union. 
Brown Bag AllematiYe Meeting, with Dr. 
RogerV. Bennett, dean of education and allied 
professions, 10-11 a.m .. 444 Conference 
Room, Education Budding. 
Celebration of Black History Event. Lecture 
on--Validityof IQ Testing for African-American 
Children;" by Dr. Asa HiDard, educatiOn, Georgia 
State Univers.'ty, 1 :30 p.m., Assembly Room. 
McFall Center. 
Women in the Reel World Film Series, "Dirty 
Dishes," 7 p.m., Cla-zelTheater, 129 N. Main 
St., Bowling Green. Two short films wiD precede 
the showing and Dr. Vivian Patraka, English, wiD 
lead a disCI ISSion afterwards. Free. Sponsored 
by the Women's Studies Program, the 
Department of Ra<fio. Television and Film, the 
Am Studies Program and Women for Women. 
Celebration of Black History Ewent, 
MIAti-media presentation on "Free Yoor Mind: 
Rellm to the Source. African Origins,·· by Dr. 
Asa Hilard, education. Georgia State University, 
7:30 p.m .• 115 Education Building. 
Theater, "Kabul<i Ottielo.'' performed by 
Shozo Salo and the University ol llinois Kabuki 
Theatre, 8 p.m., Eva Marie Saint Theatre. 
University Hal. For ticket information. caD 
372-27t9. 
UAO Lenhart Classics Film Series, "Guess 
Wh<l°S coming to Dinner.'' 9 p.m., Gish Fdm 
Theater. Hanna HaD. Free. Co-sponsored by 
Alpt.a Pili Alpha. 
Friday, Feb. 12 
Environmental Health Management 
Colloquium,· Commun:!)· and Occupattonal 
database. Attendance at the intermediate 
course is requested prior to attending this 
one. 
Other courses include: "Introduction to 
IBM Personal Editor" from 1 :30-4:30 p.m. 
March 22. It is intended for administrative 
users who will use PE for text editing or for 
preparing data as input to administrative 
production jobs. 
In "Introduction to PC-File Ill on the IBM 
PC," database applications including filing 
informatiOn, sorting records and printing 
reports will be covered and is intended for 
anyone doing simple record-keeping. It will 
be held from 1 :30-4:30 p.m. March 29. 
The final seminar will be "Mail List 
Management Oil the IBM PC" which is 
scheduled from 1 :30-3:30 p.m. April 5. It 
is intended for anyone who needs to 
manage mailing lists on the PC. 
Gardner to speak 
Fifth District State Representative 
Randall Gardner will speak on campus 
Monday (Feb. 8). 
Gardner will give an address on the 
"Ohio General Assembly: Process and 
Pofitics" at 8 p.m. in 112 Life Sciences 
Building. 
The free, public lecture is sponsored by 
Pi Sigma Alpha political science honor 
society and the political science 
department. 
Environmental Health Services," 9 a.m.-noon. 
Assembly Room, McFall Center. Free. 
Sponsored by the Environmental Health 
Pr~ram. · 
Japanese Culture Evening, begins with 
dinner at 5:30 p.m .. Garden Terrace. McDonald 
Quadrangle. Discussion of Japanese culture and 
theater follows with Shozo Sato. director of 
"Kabuki OtheDo." For dmner reservations, call 
372-8 t 81. Sponsored by the Office of 
Continuing Education. 
Roddy McDowell Film Series, "How Green 
Was My Valley," 7 p.m . Gish Film Theater, 
Hanna HaU. Free. 
Theater, "Kabuki Othello ... performed by 
Shozo Sato and the University of Illinois Kabuki 
Theatre. 8 p.m., Eva Marie Saint Theatre, 
University Hall. For ticket information, call 
372-2719. 
Planetarium Show, "Journey to Earth," 8 
p.m., Planetarium, PhySICal Sciences Building. 
S 1 donation suggested. 
. Celebration of Black History Event. '"KiU 
Racism Party," 1 O p.m .. Northeast Commons. 
Sponsored by Delta Tau Delta. Alpha Gamma 
Delta and Phi Beta Sigma. 
Saturday Feb. 13 
Women's Basketball, BGSU vs. University of 
Toledo, 12:30 p.m., Anderson Arena. 
Men's and Women'sSwimming, BGSU vs. 
Bal State. 1 p.m .. Cooper Pool, Student 
Recreation Center. 
Men's Basketball, BGSU vs. University of 
Toledo, 3 p.m .. Anderson Arena 
Hockey, BGSU vs. Michigan State. 7:30 p.m .. 
lceArena. 
Mardi Gras, with the theme '"The Musicals 
Come to BG," 7 p.m.-midnight, LenhartGrand 
Balroom, University Unjon. Free. Sponsored by 
UAO. 
Sunday,Feb.14 
Celebration of Black History Ewent. Gong 
show, 7-11 p.m .. Lenhart Grand Balroom. 
University Union. Admission charge. Sponsored 
by Alpha Phi Alpha 
Planetarium Show, "Journey to Earth," 7:30 
p.m .• PlanelarUn. Physical Sciences Building. 
$1 donation suggested. Stargazing to follow if 
weather permits. 
Benefrt Concert, performed by the Collegiate 
Chorale, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Tickets are S4 for adults and$2 for 
students and senior citizens. Proceeds will 
benefit the chorale's 1 988 sunvner European 
tour. 
Monday, Feb. 15 
European and Latin American Film Series, 
"'Padre Padrone:· 2:30 p.m .. Gish Fi•m Theater. 
Hanna Hall. Movie will be in the original language 
with EngllSll subM!es. Free. Sponsored by the 
Department of Romance Languages 
: 
Library 16 
center for Archival 
Collections 
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Olscamp to be inducted 
in Heritage Hall of Fame 
President Olscamp has been named a 
recipient of the Key to the Golden Door 
award by the International Institute of 
Greater Toledo and Y:ill be among f1Ve 
people to be inducted into its Heritage 
Hal of Fame Feb. 26. 
The Key to the Golden Door is awarded 
annually to naturalized citizens who have 
made significant contributions to 
institutions in the United States. "Key to 
the Golden Door" refers to rmes from the 
poem that appears on the Statue of 
Liberty. 
Olscamp, a native of Montreal, came to 
the United States in the early 1960s and 
received his doctorate from the University 
of Rochester in 1962. He is the first 
person from Canada to be honored by the 
institute. 
"This is the first time we've honored a 
native Canadian. We are pleased 
because we feel it iS especially important 
to stress Canadian-US relationships," 
said Charmian Risegari, executive 
director of the institute. 
The institute is one of 37 simuiar 
organizations in the United States that 
were founded after World War I to aid in 
the adjustment of foreign women married 
to American Gls, or women with 
immigrant families. Later the institute 
started to offer a multitude of services for 
immigrants and continues to promote 
ethnic heritage by sponsoring the Toledo 
International Festival annually. 
The awards wiD be presented at a 
dinner Feb. 26 in Toledo. 
James Baldwin to be remembered 
at memorial presentation Feb. 19 
James Baldwin, renowned author and a 
Distinguished Visiting Professor at 
Bowing Green, will be remembered in a 
special memorial service Feb. 19. 
Baldwin, 63, who was once caled "one 
of the few indspensable American 
writers" by his critics, died Nov. 30. 
The memorial presentation, which is 
being presented and sponsored by the 
Black Student Union and co-cponsored 
by the ethnic studies department as part 
of" A Celebration of Black History," wiD 
feature Nikki Giovanni at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hal of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Giovanni has been heralded as the 
princess of black poetry. Her career 
began in the late sixties with a poetic 
exploration of the black and female 
experiences. She published Black 
Feeing Black Ta/le in 1968. 
She also has worked as a writer, 
teacher, recording artist and editorial 
consultant. She has published several 
volumes of poetry, and her writings 
include poetry for children and young 
people, essays and articles. 
Giovanni has been a Visiting Professor 
of Engish at Ohio State University, and is 
presently a professor of creative writing 
at the Colege of M<ult St. JOseph on the 
Ohio in Cincinnati. 
Giovarmi will 'Yesent several readings 
in Baldwin's me.nary. 
Baldwin had visited the Bowling Green 
campus four times in the past 1 O years. In 
May 1977, he presented a public lecture 
entitled "The Student in Society." He 
returned in May 1978 as a 
writer-in-residence and taught a course in 
contemporary fiction and another 
covering his own essays and novels. 
He returned to the campus as a 
Distinguished V&Siting Professor of Ethnic 
Studies duing the 1979 faB quarter. On 
Nov. 30, 1979, he was tapped into 
membership of Omicron Delta Kappa 
national leadership honor society. In 
August 1980, hewas awarded an 
honorary doctor of humane letters degree 
during summer commencement 
exercises. 
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Nadia Burova, a Soviet peace educator, spoke with third grade students last week at 
South Main Elementary School. She has helped found the Center for Creative 
lnitialives in Moscow which strives for intemationa/ peace by educating children. 
Burova sees children as 
the key to world peace 
Hope for a peaceful future 6es with 
tne children of the wor1d, said Dr. Naaia 
Burova. "citizen diplomat" from the .. 
Soviet Union. 
Burova, an educator and peace 
activist, worked with Raisa 
Gorbachev, wife of Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev, to estab&sh the 
Center for Creative Initiatives in the 
USSR, the first international children's 
peace center. She described her 
dreams for the center and other 
projects to promote peace at the third 
annUal peace lecture held at the 
University Feb. 9. Her speech was 
sponsored by the Edward Lamb 
Foundation of Toledo. 
"Misinformation gives a breeding 
ground for hatred and hatred breeds 
war," Burova said. If children in the 
United States and Soviet Union learned 
about one another they could dispel the 
myths that prevent peace, she 
explained. 
In August 1986, Burova brought 10 
Soviet children to the United States 
where they joined with 12 American 
children for a tour of the production 
"Peace Child." The musical was 
important not only because of its 
message-that children wan( a peaceful 
wor1d-but becal ise it gave the children 
a chance to work and play together. 
EUova said the event demoostrated 
that the way to peace is to bring children 
together. "Children and artists' 
imocence is intact, .. she explained_ 
"They see things clearly and wil not be 
deceived.·· 
While in the United States, the Soviet 
group visited Disneyland which, along 
with the "Peace Child'.' performances, 
inspired the concept fc)r Peaceland. 
Although Blrova said the group iked 
Disneyland, they were amazed and a 
ittle cisheartened by the 8IT10lsrt of 
money it cost to build and operate it. 
"It was a place for thoughtless 
amusement and passive enjoyment," 
she said. "But what If we hed a place 
just as big for international exctaiges, 
whlr9 cltiei1 coUd come met 
co-Create? That would be a perfect way 
of approaching the job of uniting al of us 
into a global family." 
Peaceland, which Burova said she 
imagines in a large wooded park near 
Moscow, would be run almost entirely 
by children with adults providing only 
necessary guidance. The area would 
include a hotel and an arts and culture 
center including a theater, cinema. 
circus and concert hall. 
Children participating at Peaceland 
would write scripts, build sets, make 
costumes and produce plays, musicals 
and films. 
Peaceland would also provide a 
Center for Responsible Planetary 
Citizenship. Here, chidren in developed 
and developing nations would study 
ecological problems. "The only real 
enemy we have on this planet is the one 
we've created. We must fight it jointly." 
Burova said. 
Children also would learn methods of 
conflict resolution from visiting 
sociologists, poitical scientists, 
psychologists and politicians. 
Blrova said talking with children in 
American schools, including several in 
nonhwest Ohio, has shown her that the 
Peaceland idea is not an unattainable 
dream. 
·we have more similarities than we 
have <ifferei ices," Blrova said, 
describing the stonewashed jeans, 
baggy sweaters and tennis shoes 
Soviet children wear. 
At the same time, however, American 
and Soviet students have a lot they 
could learn from each other. "The U.S. 
students I've seen are more relaxed. 
There is an i 1formal, warm relationship 
between teachers and students here " 
ExctianQes between the United . 
States and Soviet Union, such as the 
Peace Chid totr. lead to other 
agreemei its such as the recent INF 
treaty. Bl.rova said. 
Mk& Golbac:hev said, "Chilcren have 
blazed the 1nil for peace. We must 
lolow In 1heir tracks, - she said.. -Dime 
Docis 
